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Lots of the activities and discussion topics in these teacher’s
notes are deliberately left open to encourage pupils to develop
independent thinking around the book. This will help pupils build
confidence in their ability to problem solve as individuals and also
as part of a group.
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The Front Cover
What clues does the cover illustration give about why L. M.
Montgomery is an outstanding person?

The Blurb
What is meant by ‘lost her mother’?
What do you think is meant by ‘less than encouraging’?
Which country did L.M. Montgomery come from?
Why do you think she was called Maud?

The Endpapers
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Why do you think the illustrator chose to use this design?
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Little Maud was born on Prince Edward Island, in Canada.
When she was very small, her mother passed away.
Her father was so sad that he left her in the care of her
grandparents, and sailed off, faraway from the little island.

Find out where Prince Edward Island is on a map.
Why do you think her father left her in the care of her
grandparents?
Do you think this was the right thing to do?
What words would you use to describe the looks on the
grandparents’ faces?
Add a thought bubble for Maud to show what you think
was going through her mind as she waved her father
goodbye.
Pick out all the adjectives. What do you notice about
them?
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Maud felt out of place at her grandparents’ house.
They were strict and grumpy and it was almost
impossible to get a smile out of them.

Why do you think Maud is standing on the chair in the
illustration?
Why do you think the grandparents are ‘strict and
grumpy’?

But Maud loved to walk around the island picking berries and
naming everything she saw. For her, even apple trees
had names like Little Syrup, Gavin or Spider.

How might you describe the place where Maud lives?
Why do you think she named everything?
Do you think it is important to name things? Give reasons
for your opinion.
What names would you give to the trees in the school
grounds, the streets, parks or gardens? Why would you
choose these particular names?
Why do you think Maud called a tree Little Syrup or
Spider?

At home, books became Maud’s very best friends and
she dreamt of becoming a writer one day. But her
grandparents thought reading and writing was
a waste of time, especially for a girl!

In what ways could books be friends?
Make signs or posters for your library or book area to
show why reading is important.
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What do you think the grandparents thought Maud
should be doing?
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Why does the author say they thought ‘reading and
writing was a waste of time, especially for a girl’?

So, Maud started writing her own stories and
poems in secret, smuggling candles into her room
at night. She thought about the friends she’d found
on her walks, and imagined new worlds for them.

What does the word ‘smuggling’ mean?
Why do you think Maud wrote at night?
Do you think it’s fun or scary to have secrets? Why?
Think about different things you see about you and
imagine ‘new worlds’ for them. Jot your ideas down and
use them to plan a story.
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Why do you think teaching was not Maud’s favourite
job?

When Maud was older, she became a teacher.
It was not her favourite job, but it gave her
time to write stories. And soon, one was
was published in a magazine!

Write a thought bubble for Maud.
How do you think she felt when she had a story
published?

Maud was then offered the chance to work at a newspaper.
She was the only woman on the staff and wrote her
first article under the pen name: ‘Cynthia’.
She loved every minute of her job!

Why was Maud’s situation unusual?
Why do you think she used a pen name?
What sort of job would you choose, and why?
What is an ‘article’?
What sort of machine did Maud use to write up her
articles?
Why do you think Maud loved her job so much?

But not even nine months had passed in her new post,
when her grandfather passed away. Maud had to go
back home to take care of her elderly grandmother.

How did Maud travel back to her grandmother’s?
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How do you think Maud might have felt about having to
look after her elderly grandmother?
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But there was no way Maud would give up writing!
She accepted a job at the local post office, so she could
send her work to newspapers without anyone noticing.
Before long, thirty of her stories were in the papers!

Why do you think Maud didn’t want people to see her
sending her work to newspapers?
Why do you think people might have noticed, if she
hadn’t been working at the post office?
Describe what you see and can infer from the illustration.
Find out about a writing competition. Send off your entry.
Do you need to send it by post, or electronically?
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One day, Maud found an old newspaper with an interesting
story. It said: ‘elderly couple apply to orphan asylum
for a boy. By mistake, a girl is sent to them’. That
night, she dreamt of a little redheaded girl…

What do the words ‘orphan’ and ‘asylum’ mean?
What sort of story do you think Maud might write?
Look through some newspaper articles and see if any of
them give you ideas that you could use in your stories.

She wrote her story and titled the book Anne of Green
Gables. Once it was published, everyone loved that
little girl, with her freckles and thick red plaits.

What is a ‘gable’?
What does the illustration show you?

Anne was imaginative, brave, and though she got
into scrapes, she was always loved. Through
Anne’s adventures, Maud rewrote her own
childhood as she’d have liked it to be.

What does the writer mean by ‘scrapes’?
Have you ever been in a scrape? What reaction did the
adults have? Write a short story about it.
What sort of scrapes do you think Anne might have got
into?
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Add a thought bubble to the illustration to show what
Maud might be thinking now.
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And by telling Anne’s story, Maud – the little girl
who wasn’t allowed to write – became the great
writer she always dreamt she could be.

Why do you think ships feature in some of the illustrations
in this book?
Why do you think the illustrator chose to depict the
young Maud in the final illustration?
Add a final thought bubble to this picture of Maud to
show what she might be thinking.
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L. M. MONTGOMERY
(Born 1874 • Died 1942)

c. 1883

c. 1888

c. 1902

1935

Lucy Maud Montgomery was born in a small wooden house on

around, working as a teacher, and at a newspaper, but had to return

Prince Edward Island, in Canada. Although her name was Lucy,

home to care for her grandmother. Then one day, she was inspired by

she preferred to be called ‘Maud – without the “e”’. When Maud

a newspaper story about a couple who adopted a child. They wanted

was one, her mother became ill and passed away. Her father

a boy but were sent a girl instead. Maud wrote a novel based on

then moved west to the mainland, and sent Maud to live with her

this idea, calling it Anne of Green Gables. At first, it was rejected by

grandparents, in the north of the island. Maud’s childhood was

every publisher. So she kept it in a hat box and forgot about it. Then,

lonely, as her grandparents showed her little affection or attention.

two years later, she tried again. The book found its home and was

So, she found solace through books, writing and her imagination.

published to great success: everyone fell in love with Anne. Maud had

When she was nine, she started writing poetry and journals. By the

created one of the most charming characters children’s literature had

time she was a teenager, she was already publishing short stories in

ever seen. She went on to write 14 novels, and became one of the best-

newspapers throughout North America. As an adult, Maud moved

loved authors in Canada – and all over the world.

Create a time line, showing Maud’s birth and death and important events in between, both
personal and international.
Why is Maud’s achievement so remarkable?
Find out about L.M. Montgomery’s books and her life.
Watch:
quartokno.ws/2XQSDhm
quartokno.ws/2ERtOJB
quartokno.ws/2u10qvC
Which portrayal do you prefer, and why?
Now watch this compilation of different versions of a famous scene from the story, deciding
which one you prefer and why: quartokno.ws/2C9RBE4
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Have another look through the book and find all the clues in the text and illustrations that
indicate that Maud lived a long time ago.
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Be bold, be brave, dream BIG!

Discover inspirational lives from around the world.
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